
T H E  E U R O P E A N S  

Please treat this course as a Forum. 

Questions, viewpoints, discussion. 
The presentations are elastic. We don’t need to finish 

anything by 3 p.m.



T H E  E U R O P E A N S  
Part 1. Mood Music 

§ 

Economic Stress • Low Birth Rate 
Rapid Mass Immigration  

Reverse Cargo Cult • Lawless Zones 
Loss of Heritage • Cultural Insecurity



T H E  E U R O P E A N S  
Part 2.  

People — Institutions — Events — Issues 
§ 

Open Society • No Borders • Neoliberalism • Progressivism • Conservatism 
Reactionary • Populist • Globalization • Civilization • Culture • Human Rights 

Islamization • Islamophobia • Islamo-Gauchisme • Anti-Semitism • Assimilation 
The Media • Integration • Multiculturalism • Radical Secularism (Laïcité) • Values 

Political Correctness • Terrorism • Identity • Religion • Education • The Arts



T H E  E U R O P E A N S  
Part 2.  

People — Institutions — Events — Issues 
§ 

• Latest News from Continental Europe. 
• Present an extended article or interview. 
• Follow up references. 
• Discussion of the issues. 



T H E  E U R O P E A N S  
1. Mood Music



1984 

❝ Don't you see that the whole aim of Newspeak is to 
narrow the range of thought? In the end, we shall 
make thought-crime literally impossible, because 
there will be no words in which to express it.  Every 
concept that can ever be needed will be expressed by 
exactly one word, with its meaning rigidly defined and 
all its subsidiary meanings rubbed out and forgotten 
[…] Every year, fewer and fewer words, and the range 
of consciousness always a little smaller […] Even now 
of course, there’s no excuse for committing thought-
crime. It’s merely a question of self-discipline, reality-
control. But in the end, there won’t be any need even 
for that […] Has it ever occurred to you that by the 
year 2050 at the very latest, not a single human being 
will be alive who could understand such a 
conversation as we are having now? ❞

George Orwell | 1984

• Thought-crime 
• Reality-control 
• Newspeak 
• Doublethink 
• Jargon 
• Memes 
• Logos 
• Lügenpresse

Mood Music



Dear Jihadists! 

❝ Quake before the wrath of the man in Bermuda 
shorts! Fear the rage of consumers, of travellers, of 
tourists, of holiday-makers, who rise from their 
caravans! Imagine yourselves like us, as we wallow in 
the joy and luxury that have weakened us. 

❝ … they want to take all the good things of life from 
us: ham sandwiches, miniskirts… ❞ Salman Rushdie. 

Perhaps in the same vein: 

❝ Fear the might of the master-chefs and cooking-
show hosts, as they yum-yum their way around the 
kitchens of Europe and the wider world…

Philippe Muray | Dear Jihadists… [After 9/11]
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Alexis de Tocqueville 

❝ I want to imagine to myself in what new guises 
despotism could arise in the world: I catch sight of a 
crowd of equals, in constant restless motion, seeking 
small and ordinary pleasures with which to satisfy their 
minds. 

Each stands isolated from the fate of all strangers: his 
children and his personal friends embody for him the 
whole of humankind. The occasional fellow citizens 
are none of his business, he stands next to them but 
he doesn’t see them; he touches them and feels 
nothing; he is only in himself and available to himself 
alone; and if he still has a family, then at least you 
could say that he has a Fatherland in that.❞

Alexis de Tocqueville | Minister of Foreign Affairs 1849
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The Party of The Media  

❝ I appeared like a troublemaker who’d been taken 
out of his box to ginger up the discussion a bit, but 
who was told to keep quiet after he’d played his part. 

❝ Every time the balmy narrative on “living together” is 
contradicted by reality, the facts are simply 
reassembled. 

❝ I had made [Jacques] Attali’s idea my own, 
according to which nations were on their way to 
becoming like hotels where you provisionally dumped 
your bags. 

❝ What interests me about Europe is “The Other”, she 
told me.

Brice Couturier | Broadcaster, France Culture

Mood Music



Islamism, The Left & The Colonial 
Complex 

❝ The collapse of the great ideological narratives of 
the 20th century has plunged the [French] Left into 
confusion. No longer being able to set the Truth 
against the Real, was unbearable. 

❝ Market dynamics apply also to competition between 
different types of victimhood. 

❝ For us to have anything in common, there must be 
cultural proximity, and not just in principle or 
institutionally. That’s obvious. 

❝ We’re in denial about cultural insecurity.

Laurent Bouvet | Political Scientist, Université de VSQY
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Schism : Progressive & 
Conservative World-Views in Europe 
Conservatism


❝ Conservatism starts from a sentiment that all mature 
people can readily share: that good things are easily 
destroyed, but not easily created. […] the work of 
destruction is quick, easy and exhilarating, the work of 
creation slow, laborious and dull. [This is] one reason 
why conservatives suffer such a disadvantage when it 
comes to public opinion. Their position is true but 
boring, that of their opponents exciting but false. 

❝ Our heritage is also the property of those who have 
not yet been born. 

❝ Political order […] requires cultural unity, something 
that politics itself can never provide.

Roger Scruton | Philosopher, How to be a conservative
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Schism : Progressive & 
Conservative World-Views in Europe 
Progressivism 

• All social differences exist in order to be eradicated.

• The Human Rights movement is the de facto World 

Government-in-exile.

• All conservatives are reactionaries.

• Race and gender are social constructs and therefore elective.

• All human beings are equal, equivalent and interchangeable

• Ordinary apolitical scepticism is reactionary ideology.

• National identity is a fraud. History is irrelevant.

• Europe must atone indefinitely for the colonial era.

• All borders must be abolished.

• We live in an economy, not a culture or a civilization.

• Inconvenient facts are either irrelevant or faked.

• CAPITALISM : Progressivist Schism — Destroy or reform?

Michel Houellebecq | Author of Submission

Mood Music

Then and now…



The Progressivist “Broad Church” 

Suits and Activists: 1— The Suits 

The Juncker Folk of Brussels 
• Maximize European integration • Pro-accession of Turkey

• Pro-immigration & pan-EU dispersion of migrants

• Pro-globalization, integrated supply chain, 20 Economy

• Cheerfully anti-democratic, anti-referenda. Vindictive over Brexit.

• Anti-Russia • Pro-consumerism • Pro-WTO

Jean-Claude Juncker | President, European Commission
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The Progressivist “Broad Church” 

Suits and Activists: 2— The Activists

No Border Network | The former “Jungle” at Calais
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The Progressivist “Broad Church” 

Suits and Activists: 2— The Activists 

No, not an ISIS T-shirt. ❝ Normal people scare me ❞

Anti-Capitalist Network | The G20 in Hamburg

Mood Music
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The Progressivist “Broad Church” 

Suits and Activists agree on many things:


• The End of History | Open Borders | Culture is Dead


But disagree violently (see Hamburg) on:


• The emergence of Homo Economicus and Davos Man 
• The primacy of market consumerism

The End of Culture? | The Russian response

Mood Music

Valery Gergiev



The Progressivist “Broad Church” 

Thomas Piketty’s progressivist credentials


• On Brexit, ❝ […] there is something profoundly nihilist and 
irrational in this attitude of reverting to xenophobia, […] ❞ 

• ❝ The British working class made a “pathological response” to 
a “very real sense of abandonment”. ❞ 

What would a reasoned response have been? 

Do the markets now employ the democratic State?


How to divert the capitalist juggernaut? 

Is there a stable global position where hyper-wealth can be 
permanently balanced against bread, circuses [Homo festivus], 
consumerism, indigence, war, and famine? “Davos Man” is 
convinced of it.

The End of History? | Thomas Piketty seems perplexed
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Piketty’s Problem: 
How to reconcile the 
Manifest Destiny of 
capitalism — 
convergence on the 
global Integrated 
Supply Chain — with 
its marked tendency 
to amplify inequality?



Questions for the course 
The Political Question 
Which will seize priority: 
‘Truth’ or Objective Reality? 
The Economic Question 
Where is globalization leading? Must we 
live only in an economy? 
The Missing Question 
What is the value of European Civilization 
and its diverse cultures? To whom?

Questions | Truth — Reality — Civilization — Economics
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Asphyxia in Santorini

Objective Reality | Asphyxia in Santorini
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Death in Venice

Objective Reality | Death in Venice

Mood Music



T H E  E U R O P E A N S  
1. Mood Music — Epilogue 

The Great Paradigm Shift of The ‘68ers comes of age. ❝ It is forbidden to forbid ❞ 
And of the Postmodernists. Truth is subjective, it’s yours to do as you like with. 

• 
Unlimited line of moral credit extended to the world’s economic migrants 

by the UNHCR, NGOs, the Entertainment Industry, Global Business, 
The Human Rights movement, Anti-Capitalist, Anti-Racist, and Anarchist groups.  

A tale of two borders — The Mediterranean and Mexico-USA.




